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HI There!
Welcome to our 2017 Summer Camp Guide!
In this resource, you’ll discover quick tips, studio and money-saving tricks,
and kid-friendly project guides (with step-by-step photos too!) to help
inspire you in your own summer camp planning.
We believe the best summer camp projects are economical, creative, and
offer campers several different mediums to explore. Because of this, we’ve
included a little bit of everything including bisque, warm glass, mosaics,
craft, and more. We believe providing a mixture of mediums allows for
maximum fun and flexibility.
Within this guide, you’ll find 20 camp-tastic projects geared towards saving
you both time and stress as you plan your kids programs for the year. Plus,
we’ve divided the projects into 4 fun themed weeks to inspire you and your
campers. On the next page, you’ll find a list of 50 products. And here’s the
best part: those 50 products (many of which you probably already have in
your studio) are ALL you need to create the 20 projects in this guide!
We had a blast creating these projects, and we hope you enjoy these
projects as much as we enjoyed making them! But, above all else, we hope
they bring you lots of success, profit, and fun times this year.
Let’s recap: 50 products, 20 projects, 4 themes. Easy-peasy! At BI, we’re here
to make your life easier, and we hope this guide does just that.
Have fun, and good luck!
Your friends,
The Bisque Imports Crew
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Materials Guide
The 2017 Summer Camp Guide includes the following BI products:
100

Coupe Salad

BIM8015

Butterfly Plaque Sm

345

Tiki Cup

BLS901-8

Sunny Tuscany 8 oz.

436

Tot Handle Mug

BLS908-8

Black Swan 8 oz.

671

Shark Plate

BLS919-8

Mermaid’s Song 8 oz.

794

Whimsical Bird House

BLS920-8

Limelicious 8 oz.

1128

Mouse

BLS930-8

Deep Blue Sea 8 oz.

1253

Small Square Box

BLS945-8

Tomato 8 oz.

1341

Crown Box

CN074-8

Really Red 8 oz.

1429

Sea Turtle Bank

CN244-8

Really White 8 oz.

1866

Whimsical Fish Plaque Sm

CN253-8

Dark Black 8 oz.

2090

Flat Big Star Ornament

CN502-8

Neon Blue 8 oz.

2317

Goldfish Dish

CN504-8

Neon Orange 8 oz.

4517

Sitting Dog

CR101

Purple

4543

Lil Fred the Dragon Tot

CR104

Yellow

9592

Sponge Roller Set

CR105

Red

AA5155

Canvas Stretched 12”x12” Value Pack

CR106

White

BIM-White-1lb White Grout 1 lb.

CR205

Neon Blue

BIM531

Orange Glitter Mosaic Tile 10 mm

CR207

Ultra Black

BIM537

Bright Green Glitter Mosaic Tile 10 mm

FD258

Pure White

BIM539

Medium Blue Glitter Mosaic Tile 10 mm

OC1-96

1 lb. Bag Odd Cuts Pack

BIM551

Sun Ray Glitter Mosaic Tile 10 mm

ST340

1” Running Pliers

BIM574

Pastel Plum Smoothies

ST352

Pistol Grip Glass Cutter

BIM580

Coral Smoothies

ST356

Wheel Mosaic Nipper

BIM8-50420

Weldbond 14.2 oz.

ST540

Thinfire Paper

BIM8009

Square Plaque Sm

6” Square Clear Transparent Glass

Heads up!

Each project guide includes a “Materials Guide” box. These guides are meant to help you estimate just how much
product you will need for each project, and how far each product will go. We hope this helps to streamline your
planning and ordering process!
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Painting Guide
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Island Tiki Tumbler
Design courtesy of Bisque Imports

INSTRUCTIONS

Aloha summer! Channel your inner tiki persona with
this fun bisque shape.

1. Light wipe ware with a damp sponge to prepare surface for
painting.

MATERIALS

2. Paint the features of the tiki face using a variety of colorful
underglaze paints. For this project, we used Sunny Tuscany,
Mermaid’s Song, Limelicious, and Tomato. See sample image for
color placement.

345 Tiki Cup
BLS901-8 Sunny Tuscany
BLS908-8 Black Swan
BLS919-8 Mermaid’s Song
BLS920-8 Limelicious
BLS930-8 Deep Blue Sea
BLS945-8 Tomato
SUPPLIES
Assorted Paintbrushes
Detail Brush
Water

3. On the backside, paint scenic features using a variety of
underglaze colors. We used Sunny Tuscany and Limelicious to
paint the palm trees, and Tomato to paint the mountains.

For added fun, encourage
campers to create their own tiki
cups using their favorite rainbow
spectrum of colors!
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Island Tiki Tumbler
(continued)
4. Paint the background area of the tiki cup with 3 coats of Deep
Blue Sea. Let dry.
5. Paint the raised bottom ring of the cup with 2-3 coats of Black
Swan.

Studio Tip:

6. Complete your tiki cup by adding Black Swan details to the
textured designs, as desired. Once complete, allow project to dry
completely.

Celebrate the last day of camp
by setting up a tiki bar for kids
to enjoy! For a healthy twist, serve
up fruit kabobs along with some
fruity juice for campers to enjoy in
their unique tiki cup creations just don’t forget the umbrella
straws!

9. Once complete, dip project in clear glaze and fire to cone 06.

Materials Guide

345 - 1 cup per project
BLS901-8 - 1 pepperoni-sized drop yields 150 projects
BLS908-8 - 1 pepperoni-sized drop yields 150 projects
BLS919-8 - 1 pepperoni-sized drop yields 150 projects
BLS920-8 - 1 quarter-sized drop yields 200 projects
BLS930-8 - 1 sand dollar-sized drop yields 50 projects
BLS945-8 - 1 pepperoni-sized drop yields 150 projects
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Sunny Fun
Design courtesy of Bisque Imports

INSTRUCTIONS

Celebrate summer with some glittery sunshine!

1. Sketch your unique sun design with a pencil or marker, or
recreate the design shown in the sample.

MATERIALS
BI531 Orange Glitter Mosaic Tiles 10 mm
BIM539 Medium Blue Glitter Mosaic Tiles 10 mm
BIM551 Sun Ray Glitter Mosaic Tiles 10 mm
BIM8-50420 Weldbond 14.2 oz.
BIM8009 Square Plaque Sm
BIM-White-1lb White Grout - 1 lb.
CR205 Neon Blue
ST356 Wheel Mosaic Nipper

2. Using Weldbond as adhesive, begin filling in the spiral design
inside the sun with Sun Ray Glitter tiles.

SUPPLIES
Latex Gloves
Paintbrush
Paper Towels
Pencil or Marker
Plastic Spoon (to mix grout)
Q-Tips
Small Disposable Bowl (for grout mix)
Water

Did you know?
Bisque Imports carries over 20
shades of bright and shimmery
Glitter tiles - including pretty
pink, gold, silver, and more!

2. Fill in the remaining area in the sun center with Orange Glitter
tiles.
3. Fill in each triangle ray around the sun with Sun Ray Glitter
tiles.

Tip:
Use a Wheel
Mosaic Nipper to nip
tiles into smaller
pieces!
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Sunny Fun
(continued)
4. Let your mosaic project dry until all tiles are securely in place.
Once dry, follow the grouting instructions to grout your project using
White grout.

5. Once grouted, paint the edges with Neon Blue or another acrylic
color of your choice.

Materials Guide

BIM531 - approx. 40 tile yields 12 projects
BIM539 - approx. 100 tiles yields 5 projects
BIM551 - approx. 50 tiles yields 10 projects
BIM8-50420 - 1 pepperoni-sized drop yields 200 projects
BIM8009 - 1 base per project
BIM-White-1lb - 1 lb. bag covers approx. 5 projects
CR205 - 1 pepperoni-sized drop yields 150 projects
ST356 - Optional

Tips for Stress & Mess Free Grouting with Campers:
1. Mix your grout to a thin peanut butter consistency in
a large mixing bowl.
2. Have the table and work area prepared with trash
bags or a disposable table cloth.
3. Walk around the table and dispense a small dollop
of grout onto each camper’s project.
4. Instruct the campers to quickly smooth the grout
into the areas between tiles. The final result should fill
in all the spaces, while the tiles are all still visible under a thin cloudy layer. Don’t forget to wipe the sides
of the mosaic with a thin layer of grout, too!
5. Allow to dry for a few minutes (the next step is
easier if the grout is still a little wet!)
6. Give each camper a damp sponge so they can wipe
the grout off the top of the tiles. Since the grout isn’t
dry, don’t focus on removing the cloudiness but the grit
of the grout at this step.
7. Set projects aside and allow to completely dry. Wrap
up tablecloth and throw away.
8. Optional last step: spritz a paper towel with glass
cleaner. Polish each tile to remove any cloudiness.
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Turtley Radical
Design courtesy of Bisque Imports

INSTRUCTIONS

Turtley radical, dude! Kids will go crazy for this fun, shaving cream
coin bank project.

1. Light wipe ware with a damp sponge to prepare surface for
painting.

MATERIALS

2. Dispense shaving cream onto a flat, easy-to-clean surface.
Dispense enough to fill an area slightly larger than the bank.
Smooth with a flat object. For a funkier look, you can leave the
shaving cream as is.

1429 Sea Turtle Bank
CR101 Purple
CR104 Yellow
CR105 Red
CR106 White
CR205 Neon Blue
CR207 Ultra Black

3. Dispense small amounts of Purple and Red directly onto the
shaving cream. Feel free to experiment with more colors!
4. Using the end of a paintbrush, gently swirl the paints into each
other, being careful not to muddle the color.

SUPPLIES
Assorted Paintbrushes
Paper Towel
Pencil
Shaving Cream
Saran Wrap (for easy clean-up)
Squeegee or other flat object for smoothing cream
Water

Money Saving Tip:
Acrylics are an economical
solution to staying within budget.
All the extra time and money you
would have spent on glazing,
loading, and packing the fired
piece? Money in your
pocket. Cha-ching!

5. Firmly press the shell of the turtle bank into the shaving cream
mixture. Twist the piece or reapply to add greater texture. Once
done, gently lift the turtle.
6. Using a small amount of water, gently rinse off the shaving
cream to reveal your funky design. Be careful not to soak the
bisque piece. Now, let your piece dry completely.
7. Once dry, mix a 50-50 paint mixture of Yellow and Neon Blue to
create a green color shade. Use this color to paint the body of the
turtle bank.
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Turtley Radical
(continued)
Materials Guide

1429 - 1 bank per project
CR101 - 1 sand dollar-sized drop yields 100 projects
CR104 - 1 quarter-sized drop yields 400 projects
CR105 - 1 sand dollar-sized drop yields 100 projects
CR106 - 1 penny-sized drop yields 400 projects
CR205 - 1 quarter-sized drop yields 200 projects
CR207 - 1 penny-sized drop yields 225 projects

Studio Tip:

8. Paint the ring around the base of the shell with Purple. Let dry.
9. Paint the eyes with White, then accent with Ultra Black. Allow
project to dry completely, then enjoy!

The shaving cream technique
is a kids camp classic. Use this fun
(and messy!) technique to create ocean
waves, a swirly sunset background, and
more. Plus, this same technique can be
used with underglazes, as seen in our
Tuck the Turtle (#1573) project featured
below.
Summer fun, here we
come!
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Off the Hook
Design courtesy of Bisque Imports

INSTRUCTIONS

Don’t let this catch get away! This fused glass fish project is sure
to make your campers flip!

1. Cut out the provided template and trace template onto a sheet
of Thinfire Paper using a pencil or black Sharpie marker.

MATERIALS
OC1-96 1 lb. Bag Odd Cuts Pack
ST340 1” Running Pliers
ST352 Pistol Grip Glass Cutter
ST356 Wheel Mosaic Cutter
ST540 Thinfire Paper
SUPPLIES
Black Sharpie or Pencil
Elmer’s Clear Gel Glue
Nipping Basket
Silver Sharpie
Money
Toothpick

Saving Tip:

Put all that scrap glass to good use!
Encourage campers to use an
assortment of glass odd-cuts or glass
scraps to create their unique fish
friend designs.

2. Use an assortment of glass odd-cuts or scrap glass to “fill in”
the traced fish shape. Assemble the initial layer first, then add
on a second or third layer of glass components to ensure even
distribution of weight.

Tip: Create smooth,
“kid-friendly” glass by pre-firing glass
scraps ahead of time.
3. For older campers: Use a Pistol Grip Glass Cutter and 1”
Running Pliers to score and cut larger pieces of glass into smaller,
customized shapes. Wheel Mosaic Nippers can also be used to
nip large glass pieces into smaller pieces.
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Off the Hook
(continued)
Materials Guide

OC1-96 - approx. 8 oz. yields 2 projects
ST340 - Optional
ST352 - Optional
ST356 - Optional
ST540 - 9” square sheet yields 40 projects

Tip: For easy
transportation of glass projects
to the kiln, use a bisque tile topped
with a sheet of Thinfire Paper to create
a “portable glass shelf” on which campers
can easily assemble their projects. Our 10”
Square Tile (#985) makes a great
portable glass shelf!
4. Write the camper’s name with a Silver Sharpie on the Thinfire
Paper. Transfer to kiln. Full fuse using the provided firing schedule:

Segment
1
2
3
4

Rate
300
350
9999
280

Temperature
1000
1465
1050
800

Studio Tip:
Take this project one step further
by sandwiching loops of High Temp
Stamen Wire (#ST952) in between
glass components pre-firing. Once
fired, attach wire and beads to
create a hanging fish plaque!

Hold
.30
.15
.60
.10
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What’s Kraken?
Design courtesy of Bisque Imports

INSTRUCTIONS

The best way to makes kids and parents happy? Handprint and
footprint art!

1. On your palette, mix 2 parts Neon Blue to 1 part White to create
a lighter aqua shade. Use this color to paint the canvas surface.
Let dry.

MATERIALS
AA5155 Canvas Stretched 12”x12”
CR101 Purple
CR104 Yellow
CR105 Red
CR106 White
CR205 Neon Blue
CR207 Ultra Black
SUPPLIES
Assorted Paintbrushes
Bubble Wrap
Pencil
Water

Studio Tip:

2. Paint a sheet of bubble wrap with White. Once painted, use the
bubble wrap as a stamp to create the look of bubbles in scattered
areas of the canvas.

Here’s a fun project idea: challenge
campers to create a canvas creation
using anything except a paintbrush! For
example, use bubble-wrap, plastic wrap,
Paint Dotters (#9591), and Sponge
Rollers (#9592) to create fun
texture.
3. On your palette, mix a 50-50 mixture of Yellow and Red to
create an orange shade. Apply the handprint to the canvas
surface using this color mixture. Fill in any gaps in the print with
the same color and a brush!
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What’s Kraken?
(continued)
4. Add eyes and a mouth the octopus handprint design using White
and Ultra Black.
5. Sketch and paint coral on the bottom edge of the canvas using a
50-50 mixture of Neon Blue and Yellow, and Purple.

6. Add large bubbles to the canvas background with Neon Blue.
Accent with White.
7. Accent the tentacles with Red spots, then allow project to dry
completely.

Materials Guide

AA5155 - 1 canvas per project
CR101 - 1 pepperoni-sized drop yields 300 projects
CR104 - 1 sand dollar-sized drop yields 100 projects
CR105 - 1 oreo-sized drop yields 200 projects
CR106 - 1 pepperoni-sized drop yields 300 projects
CR205 - 1 sand dollar-sized drop yields 50 projects
CR207 - 1 penny-sized drop yields 225 projects

Money Saving Tip:
Think outside the paint brush!
Experiment with studio supplies already
on hand to create different kinds of
texture! Repurpose sponges,
toothbrushes, string, and plastic
wrap as fun, unique painting tools
for painters.
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Smart Cookie
Design courtesy of Bisque Imports

INSTRUCTIONS

If you give a mouse a cookie...he’ll ask for his own cookie plate
too! Making book-inspired art projects is a great way to explore
kids’ imaginations.

Light wipe ware with a damp sponge to prepare surfaces for
painting.

MATERIALS
100 Coupe Salad
1128 Mouse
CN244-8 Really White
CN253-8 Dark Black
CN502-8 Neon Blue
CN504-8 Neon Orange
FD258 Pure White

Coupe Salad Plate : 1. On your palette, mix a sand dollar-sized
drop of Neon Orange with a single drop each of Really White and
Dark Black to achieve the shade of a yummy cookie! Use this
shade to paint a large circle on the plate. Let dry.

SUPPLIES
Assorted Paintbrushes
Detail Brush
Water
2. Add an additional drop or two of Dark Black to the cookie paint
mixture to achieve the shade of chocolate chips. Use this color to
paint an assortment of chocolate chip shapes on the cookie.
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Smart Cookie
(continued)
3. Add thin details lines to the cookie design using a detail brush
and Dark Black. Let dry.

Materials Guide

100 - 1 plate per project
1128 - 1 figurine per project
CN244-8 - 1 quarter-sized drop yields 200 projects
CN253-8 - 1 quarter-sized drop yields 200 projects
CN502-8 - 1 quarter-sized drop yields 200 projects
CN504-8 - 1 sand dollar-sized drop yields 50 projects
FD258 - 0.025 oz. yields 50 projects

Mouse : 1. Mix a quarter-sized drop of Really White with a single
drop of Dark Black. Use this gray color shade to paint the mouse
with 3 full coats of color. Let dry.
2. For older campers: Paint overalls on the mouse using 3 coats of
Neon Blue.

Studio Tip:
Fire these projects for campers
by the final day of camp. On that
day, serve up delicious cookies (on
the kids’ painted plates, of course!)
as a snack for campers to enjoy.
Yum!
3. Accent the whiskers and eyes with a detail brush and Dark Black.
Let dry.
4. Secure the painted mouse to the plate surface using Pure White
French Dimensions like adhesive.
5. Once project is complete, dip in clear glaze and fire to cone 06.
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Free to Fly
Design courtesy of Bisque Imports

INSTRUCTIONS

Storybook week continues with The Very Hungry Caterpillar!

1. Sketch your unique butterfly design with a pencil or marker, or
recreate the design shown in the sample.

Our mosaic plaques are created with a built-in keyhole on each
back surface - perfect for easily hanging this butterfly plaque
creation on the wall (as if it were flying!).
MATERIALS
BI531 Orange Glitter Mosaic Tiles 10 mm
BIM537 Bright Green Glitter Mosaic Tiles 10 mm
BIM539 Medium Blue Glitter Mosaic Tiles 10 mm
BIM551 Sun Ray Glitter Mosaic Tiles 10 mm
BIM574 Pastel Plum Smoothies
BIM8-50420 Weldbond 14.2 oz.
BIM8015 Butterfly Plaque Sm
BIM-White-1lb White Grout - 1 lb.
CR105 Red
ST356 Wheel Mosaic Nipper

2. Using Weldbond as adhesive, fill in the head of the butterfly
with an Orange Glitter tile and the body of the butterfly with Sun
Ray Glitter tiles.

SUPPLIES

3. Add two Sun Ray Glitter tiles to each upper wing tip.

Latex Gloves
Paintbrush
Paper Towels
Pencil or Marker
Plastic Spoon (to mix grout)
Q-Tips
Small Disposable Bowl (for grout mix)
Water

4. Fill in the inner sections of each butterfly wing using Medium
Blue Glitter tiles (upper wings) and Bright Green Glitter tiles (lower
wings).

Tip:
Use a Wheel
Mosaic Nipper to nip
tiles into smaller
pieces!
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Free to Fly
(continued)
5. Fill in the remaining area of the butterfly plaque with Pastel Plum
Smoothies.

6. Let your mosaic project dry until all tiles are securely in place.
Once dry, follow the grouting instructions to grout your project using
White grout.

Materials Guide

BIM531 - approx. 1 tile yields 500 projects
BIM537 - approx. 25 tiles yields 20 projects
BIM539 - approx. 25 tiles yields 20 projects
BIM551 - approx. 10 tiles yields 50 projects
BIM574 - approx. 70 tiles yields 5 projects
BIM8-50420 - 1 pepperoni-sized drop yields 200 projects
BIM8015 - 1 base per project
BIM-White-1lb - 1 lb. bag covers approx. 5 projects
CR105 - 1 pepperoni-sized drop yields 300 projects
ST356 - Optional

Studio Tip:

7. Once grouted, paint the edges with Red or another acrylic color
of your choice.

Need a fun time-filler activity?
Have campers paint our Inchworm
(#1500) just like the very hungry
caterpillar before creating their
mosaic butterfly plaques.
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Rainbow Fish Tales
Design courtesy of Bisque Imports

INSTRUCTIONS

Rainbow Fish comes to life with this crafty, mixed media project!

1. Light wipe ware with a damp sponge to prepare surface for
painting.

MATERIALS
2317 Goldfish Dish
CR101 Purple
CR104 Yellow
CR106 White
CR205 Neon Blue
CR207 Ultra Black

2. Paint the Goldfish Dish completely with Neon Blue. Allow dish
to dry.

SUPPLIES
Assorted Paintbrushes
Clear Elmer’s Glue
Craft Brush
Paper Towel
Pencil
Sequins
Small Disposable Cup (for color wash)
Water

3. In a small disposable cup, mix a quarter-sized drop of Purple
with a small amount of water (approx. 1/2 cup) to create a Purple
color wash.
4. Use a medium to large-sized brush to “drip” the color wash onto
the dish surface. Then, immediately, pick up the dish to swirl the
paint droplets around on the dish surface, allowing excess paint to
fall off the surface. Let dry.
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Rainbow Fish Tales
(continued)
5. Paint the top fin on the dish with Purple, the fish lips with Yellow,
and add White swirls to accent the back tail.

Materials Guide

2317 - 1 plate per project
CR101 - 1 oreo dollar-sized drop yields 200 projects
CR104 - 1 penny-sized drop yields 450 projects
CR106 - 1 quarter-sized drop yields 400 projects
CR205 - 1 sand dollar-sized drop yields 50 projects
CR207 - 1 penny-sized drop yields 225 projects

6. Sketch the eye on the dish surface, fill in the eye shape with
White, then accent with Ultra Black and White reflection accent
dots. Let dry.
7. Use a craft brush and Clear Elmer’s glue to secure sequins to
the dish surface to create the look of rainbow scales! Begin near
the back tail, then move forward as you attach the sequins. Once
complete, allow project to dry completely.

Studio Tip:
Create a similar, fired
Rainbow Fish look using glazes.
Colorobbia Fairy Dust glazes and
Duncan Shimmer glazes add
shimmer and glittery sparkle to
your fired bisque
projects!
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Take this project
one step further by
sandwiching loops of High
Temp Stamen Wire (#ST952)
in between glass components
pre-firing. Once fired, hang
using wire and beads to
create a pretty
suncatcher!

Chicka Chicka Boom Boom
Design courtesy of Bisque Imports

INSTRUCTIONS

Young campers will have a blast exploring the aphabet in the
classic book Chicka Chicka Boom Boom, and they’ll have even
more fun creating a fun project afterwards!

1. Fill in the project background with an assortment of transparent
scrap glass or odd-cuts. As you work, use pinpoints of Elmer’s
Clear Gel Glue to glue each glass piece to the clear base. Not
a fan of the plain blue background? Get creative by designing a
sunset background or multi-colored background!

MATERIALS
6” Square Clear Transparent Glass
OC1-96 1 lb. Bag Odd Cuts Pack
ST340 1” Running Pliers
ST352 Pistol Grip Glass Cutter
ST356 Wheel Mosaic Cutter
ST540 Thinfire Paper
SUPPLIES
Elmer’s Clear Gel Glue
Silver Sharpie
Toothpick

2. Use Wheel Mosaic Nippers to nip odd-cuts or scrap glass to
create the pieces of the palm tree trunk. Assemble in place, then
secure with pinpoints of glue.
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Chicka Chicka Boom Boom
(continued)
3. Nip an assortment of green glass pieces to create the leaves of
the palm tree. Secure in place. Overlap pieces to add dimension
and texture to your project!

Materials Guide

6” Clear Glass - 1 base per project
OC1-96 - approx. 6 oz. yields 3 projects
ST340 - Optional
ST352 - Optional
ST356 - Optional
ST540 - 7” square sheet yields 40 projects

4. Nip smaller glass pieces to create a coconut piece for the palm
tree, and to accent the project border. Get creative with multiple
colors, overlapping colors, and more!

Studio Tip:

5. Write the camper’s name with a Silver Sharpie on the Thinfire
Paper. Position completed project on the Thinfire and transfer to
kiln. Full fuse using the provided firing schedule:

Segment
1
2
3
4

Rate
300
350
9999
250

Temperature
1000
1380-1395
1050
800

Not including glass in your
summer camp program? No worries!
Chicka Chicka Boom Boom is all about
exploring the alphabet. Encourage
campers to paint and decorate their
own bisque letters - our Curly Letter
shapes (#9700) are cute, funky,
and perfect for kids!

Hold
.30
.10
.60
.10
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The Magic School Bus
Design courtesy of Bisque Imports

INSTRUCTIONS

Wahoooo! This cool canvas projects features a galaxy-painting
technique - how cool is that?!

1. Cut out the provided school bus template, trace the template
onto contact paper, and cut out the contact paper shape. Remove
the protective backing, then adhere to the canvas surface.

MATERIALS
AA5155 Canvas Stretched 12”x12”
CR101 Purple
CR104 Yellow
CR105 Red
CR106 White
CR205 Neon Blue
CR207 Ultra Black

2. Sponge or paint the background of the canvas with Ultra Black.
Let dry.

SUPPLIES
Assorted Paintbrushes
Contact Paper
Marker
Pencil
Scissors
Sponge
Toothbrush
Water

3. Add color and dimension to your solar system canvas! In
scattered spots, sponge on splotches of Neon Blue and Purple.
Let dry.
4. Use a toothbrush to add White splatter paint to your canvas
project. Want to add more color? Splatter paint Neon Blue and
Purple, too!
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The Magic School Bus
(continued)
5. Add White accent dots to your solar system canvas using a
round brush. Let dry, then remove the contact paper cut-out.

Materials Guide

AA5155 - 1 canvas per project
CR101 - 1 pepperoni-sized drop yields 300 projects
CR104 - 1 sand dollar-sized drop yields 100 projects
CR105 - 1 quarter-sized drop yields 400 projects
CR106 - 1 pepperoni-sized drop yields 300 projects
CR205 - 1 oreo-sized drop yields 100 projects
CR207 - 1 sand dollar-sized drop yields 50 projects

6. Paint the school bus shape with 2-3 coats of Yellow. Let dry.
7. Use a combination of acrylics to complete your school bus
design! For this project, we used Neon Blue to paint the windows,
a 50-50 mix of Yellow and Red to paint the lights and bumpers, a
50-50 mixture of Ultra Black and White to paint the tire centers and
bus hood, and Ultra Black to paint the rest of the tires. Accent the
windows with a streak or two of White.

Studio Tip:
Try this same technique on
bisque! Duncan Black Diamond
Shimmer Glaze (#SH501-8) and
Colorobbia Galaxy Black Fairy Dust
glaze (#HSS109) fire to a shimmery,
glittery finish - perfect for creating
a spectacular solar system
look!

8. Once your school bus design is dry, complete your canvas
project with a funny phrase or other galaxy design. Wahoo!
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Fairytale Cottage
Design courtesy of Bisque Imports

INSTRUCTIONS

This lovely lair for feathered friends is straight out of a children’s
storybook. Create your own!

1. Light wipe ware with a damp sponge to prepare surface for painting.

MATERIALS

2. Paint the background surface of the bird house with 3 coats of
Sunny Tuscany. Let dry.

794 Whimsical Bird House
BLS901-8 Sunny Tuscany
BLS919-8 Mermaid’s Song
BLS930-8 Deep Blue Sea
BLS945-8 Tomato
SUPPLIES
Assorted Paintbrushes
Detail Brush
Sponge
Water

3. Paint the roof with 3 coats of Mermaid’s Song.
4. Paint the rail and ruffled shingles with 3 coats of Deep Blue Sea.

For a more rustic or earthy
feel, paint this whimsical bird
house with acrylics. Use a brown
wash to paint the textured exterior to
achieve the look of wood!
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Fairytale Cottage
(Continued)
5. Paint the remaining details of the bird house with 3 coats of
Tomato.

Materials Guide

794 - 1 bird house per project
BLS901-8 - 1 sand dollar-sized drop yields 50 projects
BLS919-8 - 1 oreo-sized drop yields 100 projects
BLS930-8 - 1 quarter-sized drop yields 200 projects
BLS945-8 - 1 quarter-sized drop yields 200 projects

6. Lightly sponge the shingles on the roof with a sponge and Deep
Blue Sea to add texture. Once complete, allow project to dry.

Studio Tip:

Take this project a step further: pair
this whimsical bird house in a garden
planter with other fantastical bisque tots or
figurines to create your own fairy garden! Add
mosaic tiles to create the look of stepping
stones, succulents or other small plants
for luscious greenery, and use popsicle
sticks to make mini picket fences!
7. Once complete, dip project in clear glaze and fire to cone 06.
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Star
of
Wander
Design courtesy of Bisque Imports

INSTRUCTIONS

Who says ornaments are meant only for the holidays? Not us!
Transform our Flat Big Star Ornament into a crafty magic wand!

1. Light wipe ware with a damp sponge to prepare surface for
painting.

MATERIALS

2. Paint the front-side, back-side, and edges of the star ornament
with Purple. Let dry.

2090 Flat Big Star Ornament
BIM551 Sun Ray Glitter Mosaic Tiles 10 mm
BIM580 Coral Smoothies
BIM8-50420 Weldbond 14.2 oz.
CR101 Purple
CR104 Yellow
ST356 Wheel Mosaic Nipper
SUPPLIES
Assorted Paintbrushes
Assorted Ribbons
Hot Glue
Hot Glue Gun
Q-Tips
Scissors
Tape
Water
Wooden Paint Stirrer

Mosaic Smoothie tiles
are perfect for kids camps,
birthday parties, and more! No
sharp edges and available in 19
different color shades.
How awesome is that?!

3. Using Weldbond as adhesive, secure Sun Ray Glitter tiles
around the edge of the star ornament.
4. Fill in the center of the star ornament with Coral Smoothies.

Tip: Use a Wheel Mosaic Nipper to nip tiles into smaller pieces
if needed!
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Star of Wander
(continued)
5. Paint the wooden paint stirrer (front and back-side) with Purple,
or another acrylic color of your choice.
6. Decorate your painted wooden stirrer with polka dots, swirls, or
any other fun and unique designs of your choice!

Materials Guide

2090 - 1 star ornament per project
BIM551 - approx. 25 tiles yields 20 projects
BIM580 - approx. 20 tiles yields 20 projects
BIM8-50420 - 1 quarter-sized drop yields 250 projects
CR101 - 1 sand dollar-sized drop yields 100 projects
CR104 - 1 penny-sized drop yields 450 projects
ST356 - Optional
7. Cut out an assortment of ribbon strands of varying lengths.
8. Use a piece of paint to secure one end of the ribbon strands on
the back-side of the star ornament.

TIP: E-6000 adhesive
(#8301) is a great alternative
to using hot glue. After adhering
the stirrer to the ornament, secure
the stirrer in place with tape. Allow
project to dry overnight, or until
adhesive is fully cured. Remove
tape, and enjoy!
9. Attach the accented wooden paint stirrer to the back of the star
ornament, secured over the taped ribbon ends, using a hot glue
gun.
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Magical Keepsake Box
Design courtesy of Bisque Imports

INSTRUCTIONS

Think outside the box! This crafty castle keepsake box is created
using a fun, kid-friendly studio tool: textured sponge rollers!

1. Lightly wipe ware with a damp sponge to prepare surfaces for
painting.

MATERIALS

2. Use a combination of underglaze colors to paint the dragon tot.
For this project, we used Neon Blue to paint the dragon’s belly,
wings, and spine; Neon Orange to paint the remaining area of the
body; and Dark Black to add details to the eyes, claws, and nose.
Set aside to dry.

1253 Small Square Box
4543 Lil Fred the Dragon Tot
9592 Sponge Roller Set
CN074-8 Really Red
CN244-8 Really White
CN253-8 Dark Black
CN502-8 Neon Blue
CN504-8 Neon Orange
FD258 Pure White
SUPPLIES
Assorted Paintbrushes
Contact Paper
Detail Brush
Marker
Scissors
Water

Studio Tip:
Not into the dragon
and castle design?
Top our Tree Stump Box
(#1316) with the Mighty
Mushroom Tot (#4685) or
Little Trixie Mighty Tot
(#4365) for a touch of
whimsy!

3. Sketch and cut out a half-oval door shape using contact paper.
Remove the protective backing, then adhere the cut-out to the box
bottom.
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Magical Keepsake Box
(Continued)
4. Mix a pepperoni-sized drop of Really White with a small drop of
Dark Black to create a light shade of gray. Use this paint mixture to
paint the entire box bottom and lid. Let dry.
5. Once dry, mix another drop of two of Dark Black into the paint
mixture to create a slightly darker shade of gray.

10. Attach the painted dragon tot to the box lid using Pure White
as adhesive. Let project dry completely.
11. Once complete, dip project in clear glaze and fire to cone 06.
6. Roll the textured sponge roller of your choice (we used the
checkered sponge!) into the paint mixture until fully covered, then
roll onto the box bottom and lid in various directions to create the
look of castle stones. Let dry. Once dry, remove contact paper.

7. Using 3 coats of the darker gray paint mixture, paint the outer
border of the castle door. Paint the rest of the door area with 3
coats of Really Red. Let dry.
8. Add detail lines to the door with a detail brush and Dark Black.

Materials Guide

1253 - 1 box per project
4543 - 1 tot per project
CN074-8 - 1 penny-sized drop yields 225 projects
CN244-8 - 1 oreo-sized drop yields 100 projects
CN253-8 - 1 penny-sized drop yields 225 projects
CN502-8 - 1 penny-sized drop yields 225 projects
CN504-8 - 1 penny-sized drop yields 225 projects
FD258 - 0.025 oz. yields 50 projects

Tots make perfect handles for
bisque boxes!

9. Outline the “stones” around the door frame using Pure White.
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Royally Crafty
Design courtesy of Bisque Imports

INSTRUCTIONS

This crafty box is fit for a king or queen! Kids will love customizing
this multi-media project; parents will love the functionality.

1. Light wipe ware with a damp sponge to prepare surfaces for
painting.

MATERIALS

2. Paint the box bottom with Purple, or another acrylic color of
your choice. Let dry.

1341 Crown Box
BIM551 Sun Ray Glitter Mosaic Tiles 10 mm
BIM574 Pastel Plum Smoothies
BIM8-50420 Weldbond 14.2 oz.
CR101 Purple
CR104 Yellow
CR205 Red
CR207 Ultra Black
ST356 Wheel Mosaic Nipper
SUPPLIES
Assorted Paintbrushes
Pencil
Q-Tips
Water

3. Paint the lid of the box with Yellow. Let dry.

Studio Tip:
Get crafty with mixed media! By
incorporating multiple techniques into
one project, campers will stay happy,
engaged, and entertained.
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Royally Crafty
(continued)
4. Paint the jewels on the lid of the box with Red, or paint the jewel
tips using a combination of your choice of acrylic paints for extra
pizazz! Let dry.
5. Personalize your keepsake box! Write your name, a phrase of
your choice, or add fun accent designs.

6. Using a Q-tip and Weldbond as adhesive, secure Sun Ray Glitter
tiles and Pastel Plum Smoothies to decorate the outside surface of
the box bottom. Once complete, allow project to dry completely.

Materials Guide

1341 - 1 box per project
BIM551 - approx. 11 tiles yields 45 projects
BIM574 - approx. 22 tiles yields 18 projects
BIM8-50420 - 1 quarter-sized drop yields 250 projects
CR101 - 1 oreo-sized drop yields 200 projects
CR104 - 1 pepperoni-sized drop yields 300 projects
CR205 - 1 quarter-sized drop yields 400 projects
CR207 - 1 penny-sized drop yields 225 projects
ST356 - Optional

Studio Tip:
Wanting more
Happily Ever After inspiration?
Our Princess Pig Bank (#1224) is
fun to paint (and functional, too!).
Or, paint a fairytale figurine set
using our Noble Knight (#1033) and
Pretty Princess (#1156). The
possibilities are endless!

Tip: Weldbond adhesive dries clear,
so no worrying about messy glue spots
on your completed project!
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Believe in Unicorns
Design courtesy of Bisque Imports

INSTRUCTIONS

Use a footprint to make this beautiful unicorn craft. Bonus tip: Add
glitter to the canvas while areas are still wet to add extra sparkle!

1. On your palette, mix 1 part Neon Blue with 1 part White to
create a pastel blue. Repeat using Purple and White.

MATERIALS

2. Use these two pastel color shades to paint the canvas
background. Apply the two colors with brushstrokes going in
different directions to create a multi-colored canvas! Let dry.

AA5155 Canvas Stretched 12”x12”
CR101 Purple
CR106 White
CR205 Neon Blue
CR207 Ultra Black
SUPPLIES
Assorted Paintbrushes
Pencil
Sponge
Water
Looking

for other fun
hand and foot print ideas?
Create fairy wings, dragon
wings, a footprint mermaid’s
tail, or a handprint castle for
even more fun!

3. Use a sponge and White to create whimsical cloud shapes on
the canvas surface.
4. Apply footprint using Neon Blue to the canvas.
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Believe in Unicorns
(continued)
5. Create the unicorn’s mane with wispy, curly brushstrokes using
Purple, White, and Neon Blue. Repeat brushstrokes one after the
other so that the colors blend naturally.

6. Sketch the unicorn’s horn with a pencil, then fill in using White.
Once dry, add Purple stripes to the horn. Let dry.
7. Paint the eye with White. Let dry.
8. Once dry, add Ultra Black accent outlines and details to the
unicorn’s mane, face, eyes, ears, and nose. Once complete, add
outlines around the clouds as well. Let project dry completely.

Materials Guide

AA5155 - 1 canvas per project
CR101 - 1 sand dollar-sized drop yields 100 projects
CR106 - 1 sand dollar-sized drop yields 100 projects
CR205 - 1 sand dollar-sized drop yields 100 projects
CR207 - 1 pepperoni-sized drop yields 300 projects

Studio Tip:
Acrylics are messy! Avoid
extra mess by staging a
“footprint station.” Once campers
complete their footprint, one at a
time or in pairs, have a foot
washing station nearby so kids
can quickly clean up and
continue painting.
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Shark Attack!
Design courtesy of Bisque Imports

INSTRUCTIONS

Count on a bit of excitement during your meal when you dine
using this animated shark plate!

1. Lightly wipe ware with a damp sponge to prepare surfaces for
painting.

MATERIALS

2. Paint the shark face, around the eyes and teeth, with 3 coats of
Neon Blue. Let dry.

671 Shark Plate
BLS930-8 Deep Blue Sea
CN244-8 Really White
CN253-8 Dark Black
CN502-8 Neon Blue
FD258 Pure White
SUPPLIES
Assorted Paintbrushes
Detail Brush
Water

This plate would also look
awesome if painted using the
bubble painting or shaving cream
technique to create texture!

3. Mix 1 quarter-sized drop of Really White with a single, small drop
of Dark Black to create a gray color shade. Use 3 coats of this color
mixture to paint the shark fins.
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Shark Attack!
(Continued)
4. Paint the eyes with 3 coats of Deep Blue Sea.
5. Use a detail brush and Dark Black to outline the facial impressions
on the plate surface and to outline the teeth.
6. Add accent dots to each eye with Pure White French Dimensions.

7. Allow project to fully dry, then dip in clear glaze and fire to cone 06.

Studio Tip:
Animal plates are a hit with kids
- especially our Party Plate Buddy
(#2411), Party Plate Friend (#2412),
and Party Plate Pal (#2410)! These
plates have a flat surface that can be
customized to create a variety of
animals. Have an assortment of these
fun, kids plates available in your
studio for campers to create their
own favorite animal
characters.

Materials Guide

671 - 1 plate per project
BLS930-8 - 1 penny-sized drop yields 225 projects
CN244-8 - 1 quarter-sized drop yields 200 projects
CN253-8 - 1 penny-sized drop yields 225 projects
CN502-8 - 1 sand dollar-sized drop yields 50 projects
FD258 - 0.025 oz. yields 50 projects
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Owl-Trageous!
Design courtesy of Bisque Imports

INSTRUCTIONS

Our square mosaic plaques make a great canvas surface for
campers to express their creativity!

1. Sketch your unique owl or animal design with a pencil or
marker, or recreate the design shown in the sample.

MATERIALS
BI531 Orange Glitter Mosaic Tiles 10 mm
BIM537 Bright Green Glitter Mosaic Tiles 10 mm
BIM539 Medium Blue Glitter Mosaic Tiles 10 mm
BIM551 Sun Ray Glitter Mosaic Tiles 10 mm
BIM574 Pastel Plum Smoothies
BIM580 Coral Smoothies
BIM8-50420 Weldbond 14.2 oz.
BIM8009 Square Plaque Sm
BIM-White-1lb White Grout - 1 lb.
CR101 Purple
ST356 Wheel Mosaic Nipper
SUPPLIES
Latex Gloves
Paintbrush
Paper Towels
Pencil or Marker
Plastic Spoon (to mix grout)
Q-Tips
Small Disposable Bowl (for grout mix)
Water

Money Saving Tip:
Order grout in the 1 pound size
to save up to $1.00 per camper!
(covers 4-6 projects depending
on size)

2. Using Weldbond as adhesive, begin filling in the eyes and beak
of the owl. For this project, we used Medium Blue Glitter tiles for
each eye center, Sun Ray Glitter tiles for the outer eye areas, and
Orange Glitter tiles to fill in the beak.

Tip:
Use a Wheel
Mosaic Nipper to nip
tiles into smaller
pieces!
3. Fill in the wings with Coral Smoothies.
4. Fill in the rest of the owl body with Pastel Plum Smoothies.
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Owl-Trageous!
(continued)
5. Fill in the background with Bright Green Glitter tiles.

Materials Guide

6. Let your mosaic project dry until all tiles are securely in place.
Once dry, follow the grouting instructions to grout your project using
White grout.

BIM531 - approx. 4 tiles yields 125 projects
BIM537 - approx. 35 tiles yields 14 projects
BIM539 - approx. 2 tiles yields 250 projects
BIM551 - approx. 25 tiles yields 20 projects
BIM574 - approx. 70 tiles yields 5 projects
BIM580 - approx. 30 tiles yields 12 projects
BIM8-50420 - 1 pepperoni-sized drop yields 200 projects
BIM8009 - 1 base per project
BIM-White-1lb - 1 lb. bag covers approx. 5 projects
CR101 - 1 pepperoni-sized drop yields 300 projects
ST356 - Optional

Studio Tip:

7. Once grouted, paint the edges with Purple or another acrylic
color of your choice.

Take this project a step further!
Use watered-down acrylics to tint
or “color” the grout, then wipe off
excess paint on the tile
surfaces. Easy-peasy!
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Keepin’ It Reel
Design courtesy of Bisque Imports

INSTRUCTIONS

Keep it “reel” - with bubble painting!

1. Light wipe ware with a damp sponge to prepare surface for
painting.

MATERIALS
1866 Whimsical Fish Plaque Sm
CR104 Yellow
CR105 Red
CR106 White
CR207 Ultra Black
SUPPLIES

2. Bubble paint: In a small cup, mix equal parts liquid dish soap, a
50-50 mix of Yellow and Red, and water. Stir until you see bubbles
forming. With a straw, blow into the mixture, making sure the cup
remains in an upright position. Allow bubbles to overflow onto the
bisque surface. When the entire surface is covered, allow bubbles
to pop on their own. Repeat as desired, then allow project to dry
completely.

Assorted Paintbrushes
Liquid Dish Soap
Pencil
Saran Wrap (for easy clean-up)
Small Cup
Spoon
Straw
Water

How-to: Bubble Paint
Pour enough paint to cover the
bottom of a small paper cup, then
add liquid dish soap to cover the paint.
Add water to double the liquid, then mix!

3. Paint the stripes and eye on the fish plaque with 2-3 coats of
White. Allow paint to dry completely.

Bonus tip: For quick and easy clean up,
place a sheet of plastic wrap
underneath underneath projects
when bubble painting.
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Keepin’ It Reel
(continued)
4. On your palette, mix a 50-50 paint mixture of Yellow and Red to
create an orange shade. Use this color to paint the fins on the fish
plaque. Use the same color to paint the iris on the eye.
5. Use a small brush to outline the White stripes, and to paint the fin
ends with Ultra Black. Use the same color to accent the eye, then
add White reflection dots.

Materials Guide

1866 - 1 plaque per project
CR104 - 1 sand dollar-sized drop yields 100 projects
CR105 - 1 sand dollar-sized drop yields 100 projects
CR106 - 1 pepperoni-sized drop yields 300 projects
CR207 - 1 quarter-sized drop yields 200 projects

Studio Tip:

6. Allow project to dry completely. Paint the backside as desired.

Possibilities are endless with
bubble painting. Use this technique to
create mermaid’s hair or sea coral, a
bubbly seascape, honeycomb,
hydrangeas, and more!

Tip: Our Whimsical Fish
Plaques (#1866, #1867, and #1868)
are designed with a keyhole on the
backside. The design makes hanging
easy - display it wherever you’re looking for a splash of aquatic fun!
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Posh Pet Mug
Design courtesy of Bisque Imports

INSTRUCTIONS

Celebrate your furry friends with a personalized pet portrait mug!

1. Light wipe ware with a damp sponge to prepare surfaces for
painting.

MATERIALS
436 Tot Handle Mug
4517 Sitting Dog (or alternative bisque tot)
BLS901-8 Sunny Tuscany
BLS908-8 Black Swan
BLS919-8 Mermaid’s Song
BLS920-8 Limelicious
BLS945-8 Tomato
FD258 Pure White

2. Choose your favorite bisque tot figure (like our cute Sitting
Dog!) and paint the tot using your choice of underglaze paints.
Once complete, set aside to dry.

SUPPLIES
Assorted Paintbrushes
Contact Paper
Detail Brush
Scissors
Water
Water-based Marker

3. Use a marker to sketch out your pet design on a piece of
contact paper. Then, cut out the design, remove the protective
backing, and adhere to the mug surface.

Get creative with your
unique pet mug! No pet in the
family? No problem! Bisque Imports
offers a variety of fun bisque tots for
easy personalization. Choose your
favorite animal to customize your mug
to match your personality!
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Posh Pet Mug (Continued)
4. Sponge or paint the outside of the mug with Mermaid’s Song, or
another underglaze color of your choice.
5. Paint the inside of the mug with Limelicious, or another
underglaze color of your choice. Let dry.

6. Once dry, remove the contact paper cut-out. Use a water-based
marker to sketch your pet design onto the mug surface.
7. Complete your pet portrait design using the underglaze colors
of your choice. For this project, we painted a dalmation! We used
Black Swan to paint the facial features, and Sunny Tuscany to paint
the dog bone. One dry, we outlined the pet portrait design using
Pure White French Dimensions. Once complete, let dry.
8. Once dry, customize your pet mug with a funny phrase (ruff!) or
your pet’s name using a detail brush and Black Swan.

9. Use Pure White French Dimensions as adhesive to securely
attach your painted bisque tot shape to the mug handle.
10. Once complete, dip project in clear glaze and fire to cone 06.

Materials Guide

436 - 1 mug per project
4517 (or alternative tot) - 1 tot per project
BLS901-8 - 1 quarter-sized drop yields 200 projects
BLS908-8 - 1 pepperoni-sized drop yields 150 projects
BLS919-8 - 1 quarter-sized drop yields 200 projects
BLS920-8 - 1 quarter-sized drop yields 200 projects
BLS945-8 - 1/2 penny-sized drop yields 450 projects
FD258 - 0.05 oz. yields 25 projects

Studio Tip:
Encourage older painters to
bring in pictures of their pets or
favorite animals to use as design
templates! Use tissue paper to easily
transfer their pet portrait designs onto
bisque.
Here’s how:
Simply place tissue paper over the printed
design and trace design with a pencil.
Place tissue paper onto the bisque tile
and re-trace design with a thin waterbased marker. Once complete, lift
the tissue paper to reveal the
transferred design!
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Mane Creation
Design courtesy of Bisque Imports

INSTRUCTIONS

How a-RAWR-able is this fun handprint project?!

1. Paint the canvas surface with Neon Blue, and let project dry.

MATERIALS
AA5155 Canvas Stretched 12”x12”
CR104 Yellow
CR105 Red
CR106 White
CR205 Neon Blue
CR207 Ultra Black
SUPPLIES
Assorted Paintbrushes
Pencil
Water

2. Mix 1 part Yellow with 1 part Red to get an orange paint shade.
Apply handprint four times to the canvas using this color.

Studio Tip:
Unlike water soluble glazes,
acrylics can stain clothes. Have
smocks available for campers and be
sure to let them know! If a mess
occurs, quickly run the area under
warm soapy water. For easy cleanup,
place kraft paper or newsprint on
the table before painters begin.
This reduces mess and keeps
your tables clean!

3. Overlap the four handprints with another four handprints, applied using Yellow. Let dry.

4. Paint the oval eyes of the lion using White.
5. Add features to the face and the eyes using a small brush and
Ultra Black. Add the nose, whiskers, mouth, and ear outlines!
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Mane Creation
(continued)
Materials Guide

AA5155 - 1 canvas per project
CR104 - 1 sand dollar-sized drop yields 100 projects
CR105 - 1 oreo-sized drop yields 200 projects
CR106 - 1 quarter-sized drop yields 400 projects
CR205 - 1 sand dollar-sized drop yields 500 projects
CR207 - 1 quarter-sized drop yields 200 projects

6. On your palette mix 2 parts Yellow to 1 part Neon Blue to achieve
a light green shade. Use this color to paint leaf shapes around the
edges of the canvas project, especially the corners.
7. Allow leaf shapes to dry, then accent with Yellow and Ultra Black
outlines. Once complete, allow project to dry completely.

Studio Tip:
There’s lots of animal
handprint ideas for campers to
enjoy! Encourage campers to get
creative with this project by creating
their own favorite wild animal - a
handprint turtle, peacock,
elephant, or flamingo for
example! You’ll be amazed to
see what kids can imagine.
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